
PLEASE CO-SPONSOR H.R. 5478 – THE INVENTOR RIGHTS ACT 
 
Imagine, you work hard for years to invest in a home, though once you move in and 
start to enjoy it, squatters arrive, who you can’t legally kick out. Yes, you can charge 
them rent BUT if you can’t kick them out they have no incentive to pay up! They just 
keep living in your house for free. That’s what’s happened to our patent system. 

Inventors have lost their “Constitutionally appointed” injunctive rights.  The ability to 
kick people out, in the SCOTUS Ebay case years ago, causing all the problems we 
have today. So companies are stealing patents and you can’t stop them from using 
them. They have no incentive to pay, instead large corporations are choosing to 
spend years in court in a process called efficient infringement, paying legal fees to 
harm new innovation (who then also has extensive legal fees bankrupting them) 
instead of paying fair licensing to grow the new innovation that the large companies 
are infringing upon. Like what Big tech had the benefit of years ago, before they 
lobbied to take patent rights away from others.  

Amazon never would have existed without Jeff Bezos patent,"the one click purchase" 
that he licensed to Apple for the app store to build Amazon. Nor Microsoft, they grew 
based off of their patent licensing revenue.  

While American innovation is faltering to grow here, China has out legislated 
America! (learning from our mistakes! Mandatory licensing and punitive damages on 
intentional infringement to quickly grow innovation) and with strong patent legislation 
growing their economy exponentially. They now have a billion dollar start up every 
3 days in crucial fields like AI, 5G, and new tech... while in America we have none. 

Instead, we only have large USA corporations stealing innovation from the small 
companies, then bankrupting them in PTAB trials by judges appointed by the head 
of Google at a rate of around 86%. So, at this rate that’s saying over 80% of all issued 
American patents being infringed upon are bad??? I think not. 

Would you please co-sponsor H.R. 5478 – THE INVENTOR 
RIGHTS ACT - Restoring patent protection for inventors 
that mitigates a generation of laws, regulations, and court 
decisions discouraging innovation by failing to secure to 
inventors the exclusive rights to their discoveries. 

Please join us in our fight to save American Innovation.  

USInventor.org 

Squatter’s RIGHTS!??

https://www.usinventor.org

